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AUDIOCAST 07.45AM UK – 26 MAY 2021  
TRADING UPDATE CEO CONFERENCE CALL 

Introduction 

Good morning to you all and thanks for joining us on the call following the release of 
our trading statement. 
 
I have with me Jonathan Timmis, our CFO and Denis Moreau our VP of Investor 
Relations. 
 
I would like to give you an update on the Group Trading performance in the first 4 
months of the year and discuss the outlook for the rest of 2021. 
 
Today, there are essentially 5 key take-aways: 

1. Good start to the Year – On track to deliver our FY targets. We had a good 
start to the year and we are on track to deliver our full year targets. 

2. Momentum acceleration. We have benefited from a broad-based trading 
momentum acceleration in the March/April period. 

3. Tight controls on Margin and Cash. Our Controls on Pricing, Cost and Cash 
remain firmly in place. 

4. Scale up of our Global industry leading assurance offering. On May 13th, we 
announced we have agreed to acquire SAI Global Assurance to scale up our 
global assurance business. 

5. Exciting growth opportunities  

We are well positioned to benefit from exciting Quality Assurance growth 
opportunities moving forward. 

Let me start with the trading highlights of the first 4 month of the year. 
 

First 4 months Trading Highlights 

Group revenue in the first 4 months of 2021 was £855m, an increase of 1.7% at 
constant currency and a decrease of 3.0% at actual rates given the strengthening of 
the Pound. 
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Group LFL revenue was up by 2.7% at constant currency, a further improvement of 
our trading momentum compared to the Nov-Dec 2020 period. 
 
Our Products business delivered a robust LFL revenue growth of 7.4% with all 
Business Lines delivering double-digit revenue growth with the exception of 
Transportation Technology and Building & Construction. 
 
LFL Revenue in our Trade business was down 2.2%. A Mid-single digit decline for 
Caleb Brett was partially offset by good growth for GTS and robust growth for Agri-
world. 
 
Our Resources division reported a decline in LFL Revenue of 6.6%. Minerals 
delivered a solid revenue performance which was more than offset by a mid-single 
digit decline in Capex Inspection and a high single digit decline in Opex Inspection.  
 
In March/April we saw an acceleration of our trading momentum.   
Group LFL Revenue was up by 9.3% driven by growth of 13.8% in Products and 5.3% 
in Trade while our Resources division was broadly stable.  
 
Our disciplined approach to cost and margin management remains firmly in place 
capitalising on our comprehensive performance management processes based on 
financial and non-financial metrics.  
 
We continue to be very focused on cash conversion and disciplined capital 
allocation. 
 

Now turning to our FY outlook for 2021. 

 

Full Year Guidance 

We are confident that the Group will deliver good LFL revenue growth at constant 
currency with margin progression year on year and a strong free cash flow 
performance. 
 
We expect our Products division to deliver robust LFL revenue growth, our Trade 
division to deliver solid LFL revenue growth while LFL revenue in our Resources 
division will be broadly stable.  
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We will continue to invest in growth and we expect our full year Capex investments 
to be circa £110-120m. 
 
A quick update on currencies for your model. 
 
Based on the YTD performance and the average FX rate in the last month, the 
average sterling rate applied to the full year results would reduce our revenue and 
earnings by circa 500 BPS.  
 
Assuming that the SAI transaction will be complete by Sept 1, we expect that our 
Financial net-debt at the end of 2021 will be in the range of £835-885m before any 
additional M&A activities and based on no further material movement in FX. 
 

Divisional Review 

I would like now to give you an update on the performance of each division in the 
first 4 months of the year, starting with Products. 
 
All the comments I will make will be at constant currencies and on a LFL basis. 
 

Products  

Our Products business benefited from a strong increase in customer demand for our 
ATIC solutions compared to the November-December period in 2020 and delivered 
robust Revenue growth of 7.4%. All business lines delivered double-digit revenue 
growth except for Transportation Technology and Building & Construction. 

• Our Softlines business delivered double digit revenue growth benefiting from 
the improved trading conditions for retailers in North America and Europe as 
well as from the continuous growth in e-commerce, increased demand for 
testing protective equipment and the greater focus of our clients on their 
sustainability agenda. 

• Our Hardlines business reported a double digit revenue growth reflecting 
better trading conditions for retailers in North America and Europe in addition 
to the continuing growth in e-commerce and higher consumer demand for 
home furniture and toys. 

• Electrical and Connected World delivered double digit revenue growth, 
benefitting from increased demand for higher regulatory standards in energy 
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efficiency, the strong growth in testing and certifications of medical devices, 
the increased testing requirements for 5G and a greater corporate focus on 
Cyber security. 
 

• Our Business Assurance business reported double digit revenue growth. Our 
clients caught up on ISO audits in the first months of the year, we saw an 
increased investment in supply chain resilience and we benefited from 
continuing strong demand for our operational and corporate sustainability 
solutions. 

• Our Building and Construction revenues declined mid-single digits. While we 
continue to benefit from the growing demand for more environmentally 
friendly and higher quality buildings as well as the strong investments in large 
infrastructure projects, our performance was impacted by the lock down 
restrictions in certain regions of North America and by the weather event in 
Texas in February. 

• Revenue in our Transportation Technology business was down double digits. 
We saw a lower level of Testing Activities from OEMs and our Business in 
North America was impacted by the weather event in Texas in February. 

• Our Double digit revenue growth in our Food business was driven by the strong 
growth in the global food industry, a higher level of food safety testing 
activities as well as by an increase demand for hygiene and safety audits in 
factories, hospitality and retail locations. 

• Our Chemicals & Pharma business delivered double digit revenue growth 
benefiting from greater focus on regulatory assurance and chemical testing as 
well as from the increased R&D investments in the Pharma industry. 

In 2021, we expect our Products division, which represents 82% of our earnings, to 
deliver robust revenue growth. 
 

Trade 

Let’s now move to Trade. 

Our Trade business saw an improved trading momentum compared to the 
November-December 2020 period.  

Revenue was down 2.2% as the mid-single digit decline in Caleb Brett was offset by 
good growth in GTS and a robust performance by AgriWorld. 
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• Trading continues to improve within our Caleb Brett operations compared to 
the second half of 2020 as we reported a negative mid-single digit revenue 
performance. We are seeing a gradual recovery of global mobility although it 
is still below pre-Covid 19 levels. Also, our North American business was 
affected by the Texas weather event in February. 

• Our Government and Trade Services business delivered a good revenue 
performance benefiting from the growth in trade flows in both Africa and the 
Middle East. 

• Our AgriWorld business posted a robust revenue growth benefiting from an 
increased demand for Agri-products inspection activities. 

In 2021 we expect our Trade division, which represents 11% of our earnings, to 
deliver a solid revenue growth. 
 

Resources 

Let’s now discuss Resources. 

Our Resources division benefitted from an improved trading momentum in the 
period, compared to November-December 2020.   

Our revenue was lower than last year by 6.6% as the solid growth we saw in 
Minerals was more than offset by declines in Capex Inspection and Opex Inspection. 

• Our Capex Inspection business reported a negative mid-single digit revenue 
performance. We saw an improved momentum in the Jan-April period 
compared to the second half of 2020, when our clients reduced investments 
in Exploration and Production. 

• Opex Inspection business delivered a high single digit negative revenue 
performance driven by lockdown restrictions in some of our markets and the 
cost saving initiatives from our clients.  

• We delivered solid revenue growth in our Minerals business as we continue to 
benefit from increased demand for our testing and inspection services. 

In 2021 we expect our Resources division, which represents less than 7% of our 
earnings, to deliver broadly stable revenues. 
 

Growth Acceleration of the TQA industry  
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Our customer relationships are going from strength to strength, evidenced by the 
continuous progress of our NPS scores. 
 
Our clients were highly appreciative of our 24/7 customer service during the global 
pandemic. 
 
Importantly they were pleased that we continued to invest in the development of 
innovative solutions to reduce their Quality, Safety and Sustainability risks. 
 
We will leverage these outstanding customer relationships to seize the exciting 
growth opportunities ahead as we expect a growth acceleration in the Quality 
Assurance industry. 
 
Pre-Covid 19, the Quality Assurance industry was benefiting from attractive 
structural growth drivers in the 3 sectors we operate in Products, Trade, Resources 
as well as in Corporate Assurance.  
 
Covid-19 has demonstrated that there were major risks in the operations of our 
clients that were not properly identified nor mitigated. 
 
Moving forward, all stakeholders expect corporations and governments to sharpen 
their focus on risk-based quality assurance in 3 areas: 
 

• safer supply chain 

• better personal safety 

• lower carbon economy  
 
Covid-19 has made the case for Total Quality Assurance clearer and stronger, as 
evidenced by Gartner’s survey: 87% of companies said they will invest within 2 years 
to make their supply chains more resilient. 
 
We expect our clients to increase their Quality Assurance investments moving 
forward which will accelerate the growth of our Quality Assurance industry.  
 
We are well positioned to benefit from the growth acceleration of our industry: 
 

1. we have a strong portfolio of high-quality scale businesses with a number one 
or two position on global or local basis 

2. we have developed excellent Customer relationships over the years based on 
our Superior TQA Customer Service 
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3. we provide our clients with a unique Risk-based Quality Assurance offering, 
giving them access to the depth and breadth of our unique ATIC solutions 

 

Innovations 

The untapped opportunity in the industry is a very exciting growth opportunity as 
this all about the Quality Assurance activities that our clients do not do today and 
will start focussing on moving forward.  
 

This is where our Innovation focus is addressing the pain points of our clients to 
provide them with the peace of mind they need in their operations so they can focus 
on their own growth agenda.  
 

For example: 

•   the launch of Protek, the world's first industry-agnostic end-to-end Health, 
Safety and Wellbeing assurance program; 
 

•   the launch of CarbonClear, the world’s first assurance program that certifies 
the upstream carbon intensity per barrel of oil;  
 

•   and our announcement last month of Intertek CarbonZero certification which 
enables companies worldwide to confidently market carbon neutral products 
and services. 

 

High Quality Earnings Model  

We will capitalise on our High-Quality Earnings model to seize these exciting growth 
opportunities and deliver sustainable value creation for all. 
 
Intertek’s High-Quality compounder earnings model has multiple strengths: 
 

• strong pricing power 

• high margin 

• highly cash generative 

• capital-light  

• and carbon-light. 
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Intertek’s approach to value creation is based on the compounding effect, year after 
year, of margin accretive revenue growth, strong cash generation, disciplined 
investments in capital allocation in terms of growth, and returns to shareholders. 
  

M&A 

On May 13 we announced the acquisition of SAI Global Assurance to scale up our 
global assurance business and seize the high growth opportunities in the high 
margin and capital light assurance market. 

SAI Global Assurance is a high-quality business run by a highly respected 
management team. 

SAI Global Assurance will increase Intertek’s presence in attractive geographies and 
bring new service capabilities in attractive end markets. 

We continue to look at M&A opportunities in attractive high-margin and high-
growth areas. 

With its strong balance sheet, Intertek is well positioned to seize the attractive 
external growth opportunities in a highly fragmented industry.  
 

Conclusion 

 
To conclude I want to reiterate the 5 key take-aways from our call today:  
 

1. We had a good start to the year and we are on track to deliver our Full year 
targets in Revenue, Margin and Cash. 

2. We benefited from a broad-based trading momentum acceleration in the 
March/April period.  

3. Our tight controls on pricing, margin and cash remain firmly in place. 
4. We are scaling up our global Assurance business with the acquisition of SAI 

Global. 
5. We are well positioned to benefit from the attractive growth opportunities in 

the industry moving forward capitalising on our excellent customer 
relationships. 

 
Thank you very much for your time and we will be happy to answer any questions 
you might have. 
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-ENDS- 

 

The 2021 May Trading Statement is available at  

www.intertek.com/investors/ 

 

http://www.intertek.com/investors/

